
Reinventing a business amidst industry downturn
SRI helps a manufacturer pivot to a new business model as its industry turns downward with disruption and new competition

SRI was introduced to a manufacturer and distributor, where losses had accrued for years as disruption put industry trends on the decline.  Management had in the past relied on a strong capital base to absorb losses but now needed to rethink strategy

Industry changes were outpacing leadership’s historical approach to managing the business
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The Challenge

SRI first identified the need for a significant change in the business model, given 
severe industry trends and a negative future outlook driven by disruption

The company needed to fundamentally change the way it did business in order to remain viable amidst industry disruption

Know-How

Analytics

REAL PROFITSM Analytics developed a more accurate 
picture of job andcustomer profitability

Review of costing and financial reporting practices highlighted 
limitations in viewing the true performance of the business

Analysis identified where the business could compete successfully and 
drove a change in the future focus for the business

Value and Benefits
The company generated a MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR improvement to its BOTTOM LINE

$ 
MILLIONS

3. Create a new value proposition
Supported transition to a more flexible business model aligned to new industry trends

4. Right-size the business and its assets
Supported making / executing tough restructuring decisions, including a plant closure

1. Improve reporting and performance visibility with new tools
Revised reporting practices and created tools to more clearly show profit performance

2. Identify customers right for the future business model
Identified a core profitable customer base, which would support a restructured company
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The BIG IDEA With SRI’s help, the company’s leaders were able to look at their business differently, a critical achievement given disruption in the industry.  Revenues ultimately shrank but the business regained its footing and returned to profitability. The business successfully pivoted and is now in a position to serve profitable customers that fit its new business model

Background



Bringing REAL PROFIT STRATEGYSM to life
SRI combines KNOW-HOW with ANALYTICS to drive REAL results
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Need to Rationalize Plant Footprint to Focus on Core, Profitable Customers

• Supported management in making a difficult decision to close a plant 
• Helped develop a new strategy and business model alongside a future value proposition
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Restructured business to improve profitability up to $2 million
$PROFIT

KNOW-HOW

ANALYTICS

Illustrative opportunity (one of several) that SRI identified with this business
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% Customers

100%
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% Gross Profit

Customer Stratification

% Jobs Margin%
Tier 1 38% 27.0%
Tier 2 23% 6.5%
Tier 3 39% (13.1%)

Job Profitability
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